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THE

Best
of
the
tests
Among more than 200 products
tested, 48 finalists, including 10
ultimate winners, rise above.
By CHRISTINE BURNS

BEST
PRODUCTSISSUE

the Network World Lab Alliance
— an assemblage of the indusOUR ANNUAL SHOWCASE OF TOP-PERFORMING, CATEGORYtry’s most experienced network
BREAKING AND ALL-TIME FAVORITE NETWORK PRODUCTS
product testers — commissioned
an ad campaign, the result might very well mimic Orson Welles’ famous voiceover
for the Paul Masson winery. “We will recommend no product before its time.” Well, it’s time.
With our seventh annual Best of the Tests presentation, we’re ready to recognize the best of
the more than 200 products we tested last year across a wide range of technologies.We’ve
selected 48 finalists, from which we’ve named 10 winners, among nine categories, categorizing products based on the most critical network function they address.
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Network Infrastructure (

Application-acceleration devices, content
switches,servers, switch/routers

WINNING COMPANY>Cisco

WINNING PRODUCT>Catalyst

)

4948-10GE

ome of the first tests Network World conducted more than a dozen years ago were
on what would now be called very low-end servers and switches — those with only
one slow CPU and 10Mbps network connections. Judging by the features of this
year’s Best of the Test Network Infrastructure winner — Cisco’s Catalyst 4948-10GE
with its 48 copper Gigabit Ethernet and two 10G Ethernet ports — you can’t help but realize that
we’ve all come a long way (www.nww.com, DocFinder: 2345).
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In this stress test conducted by Network World Lab Alliance
member David Newman,the Catalyst 4948-10GE came up aces in
all configurations.These involved Layer 2 and 3 switching,virtual
LANs and Open Shortest Path First routing. The Catalyst 494810GE delivered record low latency, hovering in the range of 4
microsec for most frame lengths, and line-rate throughput of as
many as 101.19 million frames per second.

Newman commended Cisco on its work in the security arena,
too.The box sports standard,competitive security measures such
as support for 802.1X user authentication, Secure Shell v2 for
remote access and access-control lists. The switch offers many
other security features, as well. The port security feature allows
the switch to learn the media access control (MAC) addresses of
attached hosts, even across reboots, preventing spoofing and
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boosting reliability. DHCP snooping
enables the switch to listen for and reject
responses from rogue DHCP servers.The
IP source- guard feature builds on DHCP
snooping to prevent an attacker from
using a legitimate user’s IP address to
inject spoofed traffic.
Since our test,Cisco has added support
for Network Admission Control so that
the switch could work with the Ciscobased NAC scheme to lock out or quarantine client machines that do not meet
corporate security policy standards.
On tap for the Catalyst 4948-10GE are
the addition of Web Cache Communication Protocol v2, a Cisco-developed
content-routing technology that enables
Layer 3 switches to redirect

: PRODUCT
MASTERMIND :
John McCool,
senior vice president and
general manager for the
Internet Systems Business
Unit

JOB DUTIES: Had been
general manager of Cisco’s Gigabit
Systems Business Unit, where he was
responsible for products and technol-

(Application-acceleration devices, content
switches,servers, switch/routers)
4948-10GE

content requests to appropriate back-end
caching engines, and support for the
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
Cisco says.This protocol allows a group of
routers to function as one virtual router
by sharing one virtual IP address and one
virtual MAC address.
On the business side, Rajiv Ramaswami
became vice president and general manager for the Gigabit
Systems Business Unit
and the Transceiver
Module Group,
where he is
responsible for
Cisco’s midrange
Ethernet switch-

ogy, including the profit/loss margins
of the line. He has since been promoted. FAVORITE FEATURE:
“The single ASIC chipset design of
the Catalyst 4948 series, because it
provides ultra low latency, which
optimizes this product for server
aggregation.”

: USER TAKE :
Linda Beavers,

ing and optical modules businesses.
Previously, Ramaswami led Cisco’s optical business.

FUTURE TESTS: In addition to having conducted the first public test of Web
front-end devices (results published last
month, DocFinder: 2349), our plans
include testing single switch/routers and
server configurations that piqued our
interest with new levels of power and
feature sets.

IT WAN officer, Riverside County, in
Riverside, Calif. DEPLOYMENT:
Recently added the switches to build
up the throughput of the data transfer to 10Gbps. “We process financials
and heavy records through this system, to which every organization has
to have access.” FAVORITE FEATURES: Because of its scalability, it
“affords us the opportunity to
upgrade at our leisure [to support]

When stress-tested, the Catalyst
4948-10GE came up aces in all
configurations.

servers performing at 1G transfer
rates.” BIGGEST BENEFITS:
These are “improved management
and support of the devices and
increased reliability for faster connectivity and throughput for the
county's overall processes to meet
or exceed 24/7/365 uptime. It supports an enterprise application that
must be available to 40-plus departments and agencies.”

